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Abstract
When TUG was first formed, the Internet wasn’t generally available; the logical
channel for communication with and among TUG’s members was on paper. So
TUGboat came into being.
As TEX has matured, the needs of the community have evolved, but paper
is still a logical medium for showcasing a typesetting tool.
This talk will introduce high- and low-lights in the history of TUGboat,
some reasons for choosing its particular format and mode of presentation, several
experiments, and lots of my personal experiences as editor.
Editor: A person employed on a newspaper
whose business it is to separate the wheat
from the chaff, and to see that the chaff is
printed.
Elbert Hubbard

Although this epithet was directed at newspaper editors, we’ve all read material in print that would have
been better off left unpublished. As long-time editor of TUGboat, I’m sure I’ve let some chaff slip
through, however much I’ve tried to keep the wheat
content high.
I’ve mostly enjoyed my tenure as editor. However, without the help of a lot of people along the
way, we never would have had such a long and interesting voyage. I’ll try to give credit where credit
is due along the way.
Let’s start at the beginning, and proceed from
the outside in.

did, and the AMS had just undertaken projects to
use TEX to prepare its administrative publications
and to develop an input system (AMS-TEX) that
would allow mathematicians (or their secretaries) to
prepare manuscripts that could be used directly in
the composition of AMS journals. This meant that
someone was needed in-house at AMS to prepare files
and shepherd the production. I was volunteered.

How I got involved in this madness
TUG came into existence in February 1980 at a meet-

ing held at Stanford University. About 50 people attended. One of the decisions taken at that meeting
was to “organize a newsletter”. From the minutes
of the first steering committee meeting:1
Robert Welland agreed to edit the newsletter.
The first newsletter will have a report of the
meeting and will be distributed free by the
AMS upon inquiry about TEX. Subsequent
newsletters will be by subscription only.
Bob Welland, a math professor at Northeastern University, had no production facilities — but the AMS
1

Figure 1: The very first issue — the cover

TUGboat, 1:1 (1980), p. 15.
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Figure 2: The very first issue — the back cover

Figure 4: TUGboat 4:1 — the back cover

Figure 3: The very first issue — the title page

Figure 5: TUGboat 4:1 — the cover
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The perpetrator of this assignment was Sam
Whidden, head of the AMS Information Systems Development department, and the founding treasurer
of TEX Users Group. He was also my boss. I didn’t
have a chance.
Sam was also responsible for the name TUGboat — the vessel that would convey the organization, TUG, through twisty little passages.

• Bob Welland “retired” from the editor’s post as
of the end of the 1983 academic year, and, with
no obvious candidates clamoring to take over,
I became editor with issue 4:2. (I had been
doing most of the production work, after all.) I
celebrated this occasion by omitting the name
of the publication from the title page (Fig. 6).
Sigh.

The covers and title page
The first issue of TUGboat appeared in October
1980. Bob Welland found an old press that was allegedly a reproduction of the one used by Gutenberg.
He made a pen-and-ink drawing that has graced the
cover ever since, going through various adaptations:
• For the first issue, a photograph was made of
the background, and an overlay was prepared
on clear film using rub-on type for the text
(Fig. 1). The contents list was placed on cover 4
(Fig. 2), a practice that has continued with only
one exception.
• The title page used the same pasted-up “TUGboat”, but everything else was set with TEX,
including an epigraph (Fig. 3), a practice modeled on use of quotes in The TEXbook. Finding
suitable quotes has provided me considerable
amusement, as well as occasional panic attacks
when a deadline was approaching, and nothing had turned up. (I cheerfully accept suggestions for quotes, and must thank Don Knuth in
particular for his many contributions.) I believe I’ve received more comments about the
epigraphs than about almost anything else; I’m
not sure what this is supposed to imply, but it
does show that people at least open the cover
and look at the title page.
• In the summer of 1982, I attended a workshop
at RISD (the Rhode Island School of Design)
on the topic “Design with type”. For one of
my projects, I decided to redesign the table of
contents — I really don’t like the dotty effect.
I had two goals (in addition to improving the
appearance): to strengthen the association between page number and what appears on the
page, and to subdivide the contents into logical
subject areas. The new cover 4 design debuted
with the first issue of 1983 (Fig. 4). This issue
was also the first to have all the cover text (except for the name TUGboat) prepared in TEX
(Fig. 5), with a “pseudo-spine” — rotated text
identifying the issue running from top to bottom near the stapled edge. (Later, when issues
were large enough to have a real spine, this text
was moved there.)

Figure 6: TUGboat 4:2 — the title page

• By 1984, sentiment had been expressed that
TUGboat should be a representative example
of high quality TEX composition. Dave Kellerman and Barry Smith volunteered to guest-edit
and produce an issue demonstrating this capability. They commissioned a designer and a
special cover drawing for this issue, which appeared as the first issue of 1986 (Fig. 7). Along
with the change in format, the subtitle was upgraded from “The TEX Users Group Newsletter” to “The Communications of the TEX Users
Group”. The content of the issue was set to a
grid, which may be apparent in the layout of
the title page (Fig. 8). To avoid the appearance
of clutter, the contents list was omitted from
cover 4. (Although I understand and sympathize with the goal, I’ve found the lack of a
T-of-C inconvenient, and have taped one to the
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Figure 7: TUGboat 7:1 — the cover of the guest-edited
issue

Figure 9: TUGboat 9:1 — a new look for the cover

Figure 8: TUGboat 7:1 — the title page

Figure 10: TUGboat 15:3 — and a new look for proceedings issues
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Figure 11: TUGboat 15:3 — a proceedings issue title
page

issue for ease of reference.) More about the content of this issue later.
• The covers and contents reverted to the previous layout with the next issue, and nothing
much changed until the first issue of 1988, when
Alan Wittbecker, an employee at the newlyrelocated TUG office, hired to assist with TUGboat production (among other things), reformatted the front cover (Fig. 9), reducing the
size of the press drawing and boxing all the
other cover elements. Note, however, that the
cover drawing and the TUGboat name were still
pasted up manually for each issue.
• With the first issue of 1989, TUGboat permanently got a real spine! No more guessing which
one to pull out from a growing run of anonymous grayish covers.
• It gradually became a tradition for annual meetings to have a drawing representing the meeting location. Beginning with the proceedings
of the 1994 meeting in Santa Barbara, California, this drawing replaced the press on the
cover (Fig. 10). The title page of a proceedings
issue is also modified (Fig. 11), substituting the
location of the meeting for the epigraph, and

Figure 12: TUGboat 1:1, an item reproduced directly
from author copy

identifying the proceedings editors who are responsible for the production while I get to rest.
This practice continues to the present day.
General format and layout
TUGboat is formatted for US letter-size paper, 8.5×
1100 , although it is sometimes trimmed a bit smaller.
(The guest-edited issue and several that followed
were 8 × 10.500 .) This was established at the first
issue.
There were several reasons for this decision.
First, in the US, authors are used to preparing manuscripts on the paper that is easiest to obtain, and
that’s letter size. We were hoping to encourage authors to prepare submissions that would be ready
to use, and indeed, the first issue contains some
items reproduced directly from author-submitted
copy (Fig. 12).
The capacity of the press was also a consideration, as was the size of shelves and files. A final
product formatted to letter size is readily accommodated by the presses in the AMS print shop; printing
is actually done on larger sheets that are then folded
and gathered. Anything smaller must be trimmed,
which can result in considerable waste.
The material that we expected to publish initially included reports on TEX development, news
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Figure 13: TUGboat 5:2, a single-column page

Figure 15: TUGboat 5:2, full-width code in the style
of The METAFONTbook

TUGboat, Volume 16 (1995), No. 2
E
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The ISO-Latin1 Entity Set

To have an idea of how character entity sets are defined in practice, below is shown the file corresponding
to Latin1 (standard ISO/IEC 8859-1), available as SGML public entity set ISOlat1 with ISO 8879.
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Figure 14: TUGboat 11:4, a doc style page
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<!-- (C) International Organization for Standardization 1986
Permission to copy in any form is granted for use with
conforming SGML systems and applications as defined in
ISO 8879, provided this notice is included in all copies.
-->
<!-- Character entity set. Typical invocation:
<!ENTITY % ISOlat1 PUBLIC
"ISO 8879-1986//ENTITIES Added Latin 1//EN">
%ISOlat1;
-->
<!ENTITY aacute SDATA "[aacute]"--=small a, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY Aacute SDATA "[Aacute]"--=capital A, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY acirc SDATA "[acirc ]"--=small a, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY Acirc SDATA "[Acirc ]"--=capital A, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY agrave SDATA "[agrave]"--=small a, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY Agrave SDATA "[Agrave]"--=capital A, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY aring SDATA "[aring ]"--=small a, ring-->
<!ENTITY Aring SDATA "[Aring ]"--=capital A, ring-->
<!ENTITY atilde SDATA "[atilde]"--=small a, tilde-->
<!ENTITY Atilde SDATA "[Atilde]"--=capital A, tilde-->
<!ENTITY auml
SDATA "[auml ]"--=small a, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY Auml
SDATA "[Auml ]"--=capital A, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY aelig SDATA "[aelig ]"--=small ae diphthong (ligature)-->
<!ENTITY AElig SDATA "[AElig ]"--=capital AE diphthong (ligature)-->
<!ENTITY ccedil SDATA "[ccedil]"--=small c, cedilla-->
<!ENTITY Ccedil SDATA "[Ccedil]"--=capital C, cedilla-->
<!ENTITY eth
SDATA "[eth
]"--=small eth, Icelandic-->
<!ENTITY ETH
SDATA "[ETH
]"--=capital Eth, Icelandic-->
<!ENTITY eacute SDATA "[eacute]"--=small e, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY Eacute SDATA "[Eacute]"--=capital E, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY ecirc SDATA "[ecirc ]"--=small e, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY Ecirc SDATA "[Ecirc ]"--=capital E, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY egrave SDATA "[egrave]"--=small e, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY Egrave SDATA "[Egrave]"--=capital E, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY euml
SDATA "[euml ]"--=small e, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY Euml
SDATA "[Euml ]"--=capital E, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY iacute SDATA "[iacute]"--=small i, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY Iacute SDATA "[Iacute]"--=capital I, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY icirc SDATA "[icirc ]"--=small i, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY Icirc SDATA "[Icirc ]"--=capital I, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY igrave SDATA "[igrave]"--=small i, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY Igrave SDATA "[Igrave]"--=capital I, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY iuml
SDATA "[iuml ]"--=small i, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY Iuml
SDATA "[Iuml ]"--=capital I, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY ntilde SDATA "[ntilde]"--=small n, tilde-->
<!ENTITY Ntilde SDATA "[Ntilde]"--=capital N, tilde-->
<!ENTITY oacute SDATA "[oacute]"--=small o, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY Oacute SDATA "[Oacute]"--=capital O, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY ocirc SDATA "[ocirc ]"--=small o, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY Ocirc SDATA "[Ocirc ]"--=capital O, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY ograve SDATA "[ograve]"--=small o, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY Ograve SDATA "[Ograve]"--=capital O, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY oslash SDATA "[oslash]"--=small o, slash-->
<!ENTITY Oslash SDATA "[Oslash]"--=capital O, slash-->
<!ENTITY otilde SDATA "[otilde]"--=small o, tilde-->
<!ENTITY Otilde SDATA "[Otilde]"--=capital O, tilde-->
<!ENTITY ouml
SDATA "[ouml ]"--=small o, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY Ouml
SDATA "[Ouml ]"--=capital O, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY szlig SDATA "[szlig ]"--=small sharp s, German (sz ligature)-->
<!ENTITY thorn SDATA "[thorn ]"--=small thorn, Icelandic-->
<!ENTITY THORN SDATA "[THORN ]"--=capital THORN, Icelandic-->
<!ENTITY uacute SDATA "[uacute]"--=small u, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY Uacute SDATA "[Uacute]"--=capital U, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY ucirc SDATA "[ucirc ]"--=small u, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY Ucirc SDATA "[Ucirc ]"--=capital U, circumflex accent-->
<!ENTITY ugrave SDATA "[ugrave]"--=small u, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY Ugrave SDATA "[Ugrave]"--=capital U, grave accent-->
<!ENTITY uuml
SDATA "[uuml ]"--=small u, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY Uuml
SDATA "[Uuml ]"--=capital U, dieresis or umlaut mark-->
<!ENTITY yacute SDATA "[yacute]"--=small y, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY Yacute SDATA "[Yacute]"--=capital Y, acute accent-->
<!ENTITY yuml
SDATA "[yuml ]"--=small y, dieresis or umlaut mark-->

Figure 16: TUGboat 16:2 — code takes up space
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about the Users Group and about what users were
doing, “sales pitches” (why TEX is a Good Thing),
examples of things that can be done with TEX, and
solutions to problems.
While blocks of small type on large pages is not
easy to read (most AMS books and journals have a
text width of 30pc, about 5in), the letter-size page
is wide enough to hold two columns of type that are
narrow enough to be read easily, but (almost) wide
enough to avoid most formatting problems. So a
two-column style was adopted as the basic layout.
Variations on the theme

Figure 17: TUGboat 19:1 — we tried to format the
TEX Live contents listing to be readable

TUGboat, Volume 21 (2000), No. 1
a0poster
latex3

a2ac

a4

a4wide

a5

a5comb
aaai
latex3
aastex
latex3
abbrevs
latex3

abc2mtex

abstbook

abstract
latex2

abstyles
bibtex3
accents

accfonts
fonts3
achemso
latex3

17

Provides fonts in sizes of 12pt up to 107pt.
Provides fonts in sizes of 12pt up to 107pt and also
makes sure that in math formulas the symbols appear in the right size. Can also create a PostScript
header file for dvips which ensures that the poster will be printed in the right size. Supported sizes are
DIN A0, DIN A1, DIN A2 and DIN A3.
Author: unknown; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/supported/a0poster
AFM to AFM plus Composites.
Enables the use of PostScript fonts while typesetting texts in
languages where accented letters are used. The font doesn’t need to contain the complete alphabet of
a given language; the presence of mere accents themselves (no whole accented characters) is sufficient.
The configuration files of the a2ac program are independent of the PostScript font encoding and of the
typesetting system encoding. The program may be used to prepare a font for any typesetting system,
especially TEX.
Author: Petr Olšák; CTAN location: fonts/utilities/a2ac
Support for A4 paper sizes.
Provides support for A4 paper sizes, however it is mostly superseded
by the a4paper option of LATEX and by the geometry package. It does, however also define the extra
option of widemargins.
Author: Nico Poppelier and Johannes Braams; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/supported/
ntgclass
Increases width of printed area of an a4 page.
This package provides an option to increase the width
of the a4 page. Note however that it is superseded by geometry.
Author: unknown; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/other/misc
Support for a5 paper size.
This package provides support for a5 paper sizes. Note however that it
is superseded by geometry.
Author: Mario Wolczko; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/other/misc
Support for a5 paper sizes.
Superseded by geometry.
Author: Mario Wolczko; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/other/misc
AAAI style.
Author: unknown; CTAN location: macros/latex209/contrib/aaai
American Astronomical Society format.
Author: American Astronomical Society; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/supported/aastex
A LATEX package defining abbreviation macros, which expand to
Text abbreviations in LATEX.
defined text and insert following space intelligently, based on context. They can also expand to one
thing the first time they are used and another thing on subsequent invocations. Thus they can be
abbreviations in two senses, in the source and in the document. Also includes a facility for suffixes like
1900BC and 6:00PM which correctly handles following periods.
Author: Matt Swift; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/supported/frankenstein
Notate tunes stored in abc notation.
A package to notate tunes stored in an ASCII format (abc
notation). One of the most important aims of abc notation, and perhaps one that distinguishes it from
most, if not all, computer-readable musical languages is that it can be easily read by humans. The
package produces files that can be processed with MusicTEX.
Author: Chris Walshaw; CTAN location: support/abc2mtex
Books of abstracts.
A LATEX 2ε class file for making “books of abstracts”, commonly used for
conferences. It is based on report class, however \chapter has been redefined and shouldn’t be used.
Author: Havlik Denis; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/other/misc
Control the typesetting of the abstract environment.
The abstract package gives you control over
the typesetting of the abstract environment, and in particular provides for a one column abstract in a
two column paper.
Author: Peter R. Wilson; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/supported/abstract
No description available.
Author: unknown
Multiple accents.
A package for multiple accents with nice features concerning creation of accents
and placement of scripts.
Author: Javier Bezos; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/supported/bezos
Includes mkt1font, vpl2vpl, CSX.def, and Norman.def.
Author: John Smith; CTAN location: fonts/utilities/accfonts
LATEX and BibTEX style for American Chemical Society.
Author: Mats Dahlgren; CTAN location: macros/latex/contrib/supported/achemso

Figure 18: TUGboat 21:1, but finally just packed it in
as tightly as we could

But some material simply can’t be shoe-horned into
two columns. We’ve already seen one example
printed directly from an author submission (Fig. 12).
• Macros are often difficult to disassemble into
the narrow measure, so a “medium-width” format was defined, with a 30pc measure, centered horizontally on the page (Fig. 13). This
would be used only sparingly, when the density
of macro code makes it impossible to reformat
to the two-column style.
• Another single-column format, with text narrower than full page width, that is used occasionally is the LATEX doc format, where macro
code is interspersed with commentary, and a
wide left margin is used to place macro names
as labels (Fig. 14).
• Other material sometimes calls for use of the
full page width, as with the presentation of code
emulating, for example, The METAFONTbook
(Fig. 15).
• Extended code listings have been poured into
a full-width page container (Fig. 16) for lack of
any better ideas.
• And several iterations of all or part of the Catalogue accompanying a TEX Live disk have used
a specially formatted full-width presentation to
pack as much information as possible onto the
page with (Fig. 17) or without (Fig. 18) rules or
shading to help guide the eye.
The initial macros to implement these layouts
were based on a plain-TEX multi-column macro system developed for in-house use at AMS. The original
requirements for this system included some interesting features:
• the ability to have as many columns as the data
would allow (we’ve used up to 12);
• full-width “banners” can float across the page
at top or bottom or anywhere in between;
• partial width insertions can float across just
some columns;
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Calendar
Jun 6 – 9

Seybold Seminars, Amsterdam,
Netherlands. For information, visit
http://www.seybold365.com/2005/.

Jun 6 –
Jul 29

In Flight: A traveling juried exhibition
of books by members of the Guild
of Book Workers. University
of Texas, Austin, Texas. Sites
and dates are listed at http://
palimpsest.stanford.edu/byorg/gbw.

Rare Book School, University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia.
Many one-week courses on topics
concerning typography, bookbinding,
calligraphy, printing, electronic texts,
and more. For information, visit
http://www.virginia.edu/oldbooks.

Jun 8 –
Nov 13

70 Years of Penguin Design: Exhibition,
Room 74, Twentieth Century
Gallery, Victoria & Albert Museum,
London, England.

From chisel to pen: inscriptional
letterforms from early Christian Wales.
An exhibition at the St. Bride
Printing Library, London, England.
For information, visit http://
www.stbride.org/events.html.

Practical TEX 2005
Friday Center for Continuing Education,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

2005
Apr 30 –
May 3

BachoTEX 2005, 13th annual meeting of
the Polish TEX Users’ Group (GUST),
“The Art of TEX Programming”,
Bachotek, Brodnica Lake District,
Poland. For information, visit http://
www.gust.org.pl/BachoTeX/2005/.

May 10 –
Jul 17

May 11 –
Jun 16

May 22 – 27 Book History at A&M: The Fourth
Annual Texas A&M Workshop on the
History of Books and Printing. Texas
A&M University, College Station,
Texas. For information, visit
http://lib-oldweb.tamu.edu/cushing/
bookhistory/2005.html.

Jun 14 – 17

Workshops and presentations
on LATEX, TEX, ConTEXt, and
more. For information, visit
http://www.tug.org/practicaltex2005/.

Jun 15 – 18

ALLC/ACH-2005, Joint International

Conference of the Association for
Computers and the Humanities, and
Association for Literary and Linguistic
Computing, “The International
Conference on Humanities Computing
and Digital Scholarship”, University
of Victoria, British Columbia.
For information, visit
http://web.uvic.ca/hrd/achallc2005/
or the organization web site at
http://www.ach.org.

May 24 – 27 XTech Conference, “XML, the Web and
Beyond”, Amsterdam RAI Centre,
Netherlands. For information, visit
http://www.xtech-conference.org/.
May 25 – 28 CIDE.8, Conférence Internationale
sur le Document Electronique,
“Multilingualism”, Beirut,
Lebanon. For information, visit
http://www.certic.unicaen.fr/cide8/.
Jun 1 – 3

Society for Scholarly Publishing,
27th annual meeting, “Expanding the
World of Scholarly Publishing”, Boston,
Massachusetts. For information, visit
http://www.sspnet.org.

Jun 24 – 26

NTG 35th meeting, Terschelling,

Netherlands. For information, visit
http://www.ntg.nl/bijeen/bijeen35.html.

Status as of 1 June 2005
For additional information on TUG-sponsored events listed here, contact the TUG office
(+1 503 223-9994, fax: +1 503 223-3960, e-mail: office@tug.org). For events sponsored
by other organizations, please use the contact address provided.
An updated version of this calendar is online at http://www.tug.org/calendar/.
Additional type-related events are listed in the Typophile calendar, at
http://www.icalx.com/html/typophile/month.php?cal=Typophile.

Figure 19: TUGboat 26:2 — TUG’s institutional members, in three columns
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Addresses
TEX Users Group Office
Robin Laakso
1466 NW Naito Parkway, Suite 3141
Portland, OR 97209-2820, USA
phone: +1 503 223-9994
fax: +1 503 223-3960
office@tug.org
William Adams
75 Utley Drive, Ste. 110
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055, USA
willadams@aol.com
Thomas H. Barton
Emeritus Professor of Electrical
Engineering
University of Calgary, Canada
thbarton@shaw.ca
Claudio Beccari
Politecnico di Torino
Turin, Italy
beccari@polito.it
Barbara Beeton
American Mathematical Society
201 Charles Street
Providence, RI 02940 USA
+1 401 455-4014
bnb@ams.org, tugboat@tug.org
Karl Berry
685 Larry Ave. N
Keizer, OR 97303, USA
karl@tug.org
http://freefriends.org/~karl/
Mimi R. Burbank
CSIT, 408 Dirac Science Library
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306-4130, USA
+1 850 644-2440
mimi@csit.fsu.edu
Ramón Casares
Telefónica de España
r.casares@computer.org
Kaja Christiansen
Department of Computer Science
University of Aarhus
Aabogade 34
DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark
kaja@daimi.au.dk
Don DeLand
Integre Technical Publishing Co.
4015 Carlisle NE, Suite A
Albuquerque, NM 87107, USA
don.deland@tug.org
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Susan DeMeritt
IDA/CCR La Jolla
4320 Westerra Court
San Diego, CA 92121, USA
+1 619 622-5455
sue@ccrwest.org

D. Men’shikov
MicroPress, Inc.
68-30 Harrow Street
Forest Hills, New York 11375, USA
support@micropress-inc.com
http://www.micropress-inc.com

Robin Fairbairns
University of Cambridge Computer
Laboratory
William Gates Building
JJ Thomson Avenue
Cambridge CB3 0FD, UK
Robin.Fairbairns@cl.cam.ac.uk

Ross Moore
Macquarie University
NSW 2109, Australia
ross@maths.mq.edu.au

Thomas Feuerstack
FernUniversität in Hagen
58084 Hagen, Germany
Thomas.Feuerstack@fernuni-hagen.de
Norman Gray
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy
University of Glasgow
Glasgow, UK
norman@astro.gla.ac.uk
http://www.astro.gla.ac.uk/
users/norman/
Harald Harders
Nußbergstraße 48
38102 Braunschweig, Germany
h.harders@tu-bs.de
Stephanie Hogue
AlphaSimplex Group
One Cambridge Center
9th Floor
Cambridge, MA 01242, USA
shogue@tug.org
Mimi Jett
(use TUG Office address)
Judy Johnson
jannejohnson@yahoo.com
Donald E. Knuth
Department of Computer Science
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305, USA
A. Kostin
MicroPress, Inc.
68-30 Harrow Street
Forest Hills, New York 11375, USA
support@micropress-inc.com
http://www.micropress-inc.com
Jonathan Kuhn
Purdue University North Central
Westville, Indiana 46391–4197, USA
jkuhn@pnc.edu
http://www.pnc.edu/faculty/jkuhn
Mark LaPlante
109 Turnbrook Drive
Huntsville, AL 35824, USA
laplante@mac.com

Christian Obrecht
Le Monsard
71960 Bussieres, France
christian.obrecht@wanadoo.fr
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/obrecht/
Arthur Ogawa
40453 Cherokee Oaks Drive
Three Rivers, CA 93271, USA
phone: +1 209 561-4585
fax: +1 209 561-4584
ogawa@teleport.com
Palash B. Pal
Theory Group
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics
1/AF Bidhan-Nagar
Calcutta 700064, India
pbpal@theory.saha.ernet.in
Steve Peter
310 Hana Rd.
Edison, NJ 08817, USA
speter@dandy.net
Cheryl Ponchin
Center for Communications Research
Institute for Defense Analyses
29 Thanet Road
Princeton NJ 08540-3699, USA
cheryl@ccr-p.ida.org
Stefan A. Revets
Thijssenlaan 22
B1780 Wemmel, Belgium
s.revets@tiscali.be
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Figure 20: TUGboat 23:3 — author address list, also
three columns
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Figure 21: TUGboat 25:2 — the calendar heading
crosses the whole page; so does the footer

Figure 22: TUGboat 13:2 was accompanied by a membership list in alphabetical order
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Figure 23: TUGboat 13:2 — and also arranged geographically

• insertions can be delayed until a specified page;
• a message can be dropped into a footer at regular intervals;
• specified pages can be shortened or lengthened,
in particular to even off the multiple columns
of the final page of a document.
The very first implementation of this system was developed for TEX 78, but it was one of the first things
converted to TEX 82. Major credit to Ron Whitney for implementing the delaying stack mechanism
and many other features of the system. (No. These
macros aren’t available for distribution. There are
some intractable bugs that we’ve learned to live with,
haven’t managed to fix, and don’t have the time or
staff to field questions from outside users who would
surely run into the same or new bugs. Sorry.)
Only some of these features made it into the
stripped-down document style for TUGboat. The
institutional members list (Fig. 19) and (until 2002)
the list of contributors’ addresses (Fig. 20) are formatted in three columns; the two-column calendar
(Fig. 21) also has a full-width bottom insertion. The
issue front matter and “boiler plate” are still — in
2006 — prepared with the plain TEX document style,

Figure 24: TUGboat 5:2 — a full-width illustration at
the bottom of the page

which has capabilities that aren’t easily available
(yet) with LATEX.
The full multi-column system was used for the
TUG membership list (Figs. 22 and 23) which was
published annually until 1993; however, no features
are used there that are not now available in the
LATEX multicols package.
Some pages in the main content have used the
“extended” plain features:
• Figures at the bottom of the page (Fig. 24);
• Don Knuth’s “Answers to Exercises for TEX:
The Program” (Fig. 25), where single- and twocolumn material were intermixed to provide a
reasonably natural flow; this too was implemented by Ron Whitney.
Ron’s contribution to TUG encompassed not only
major work on the plain TEX TUGboat document
style, but also hard work in the TUG office during
several turbulent years. Ron is no longer working
in the TEX world, but he still helps out by coordinating the annual renewal of TUG’s Rhode Island
incorporation.
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Figure 25: TUGboat 11:4 — the flow of this page
doesn’t follow the usual path

Figure 27: TUGboat 5:2, with a new font for the section headings

TUGboat, Volume 22 (2001), No. 1/2
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LATEX
The trace package

∗

Frank Mittelbach
Introduction
When writing new macros one often finds that they do not work as expected (at
least I do :-). If this happens and one can’t immediately figure out why there is a
problem one has to start doing some serious debugging. TEX offers a lot of bells
and whistles to control what is being traced but often enough I find myself applying
the crude command \tracingall which essentially means “give me whatever tracing
information is available”.
In fact I normally use ε-TEX in such a case, since that TEX extension offers me a
number of additional tracing possibilities which I find extremely helpful. The most
important ones are \tracingassigns, which will show you changes to register values
and changes to control sequences when they happen, and \tracinggroups, which will
tell you what groups are entered or left (very useful if your grouping got out of sync).
So what I really write is
\tracingassigns=1\tracinggroups=1\tracingall

That in itself is already a nuisance (since it is a mouthful) but there is a worse catch:
when using \tracingall you do get a awful lot of information and some of it is really
useless.
For example, if LATEX has to load a new font it enters some internal routines of
NFSS which scan font definition tables etc. And 99.9% of the time you are not at all
interested in that part of the processing but in the two lines before and the five lines
after. However, you have to scan through a few hundred lines of output to find the
lines you need.
Another example is the calc package. A simple statement like \setlength
\linewidth {1cm} inside your macro will result in
\setlength ->\protect \setlength
{\relax}
\setlength

->\calc@assign@skip

\calc@assign@skip ->\calc@assign@generic \calc@Askip \calc@Bskip
\calc@assign@generic #1#2#3#4->\let \calc@A #1\let \calc@B #2\expandafter \calc
@open \expandafter (#4!\global \calc@A \calc@B \endgroup #3\calc@B
#1<-\calc@Askip
#2<-\calc@Bskip
#3<-\linewidth
#4<-1cm
{\let}
{\let}
{\expandafter}
{\expandafter}
\calc@open (->\begingroup \aftergroup \calc@initB \begingroup \aftergroup \calc
@initB \calc@pre@scan
{\begingroup}
{\aftergroup}
{\begingroup}
{\aftergroup}
∗ This

Figure 26: TUGboat 5:1 — starry section headings
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file has version number 1.0a trace LaTeX code, last revised 2000/02/16.

Figure 28: TUGboat 22:1 — the subject heading covers
only the text of a doc-style article
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Subject arrangement
Within the basic format, the content was divided
into logical subject areas (General Delivery, etc.),
introduced by distinctive headings. I no longer remember whose ideas were used in creating the style
of these headings, but, like the covers, they have
undergone some major changes through the years.

Figure 29: TUGboat 10:1 — now we make the top of
every article stand out

• For the first few years, the subject heads were
set in a rather spindly sans-serif, centered, with
rows of asterisks strung out above and below
(Fig. 26). Similar rows of asterisks were used to
separate articles within subject areas.
• Beginning with issue 5:2, a much nicer demibold sans was adopted, with the subject text
centered in a column-wide box (Fig. 27).
• For items like the calendar that fill a dedicated
page (Fig. 21), the subject head can span the
full page, and if an article using the LATEX doc
style starts a section, the box is set to the width
of the text (Fig. 28).
• With the change to boxed subject heads, articles in a subject area were separated only by
vertical space. Owing to confusion in identifying the end of one article and the beginning of
another, in 1989 a rule was added above the
title of each succeeding article (Fig. 29).
• Subject areas managed by an associate editor
sometimes have a more distinctive subject head.
This has been particularly true for early installments of the Font Forum (Fig. 30) and for the
Treasure Chest since 1998 (Fig. 31).
• For the guest-edited issue, the arrangement was
entirely different. Short items were run together
on pages of three columns, and articles of a page
or more each began on a new page. This is
best appreciated in context: Go to the TUGboat web site to examine this issue.
While we’re on the subject of subject headings,
we originally tried to follow the nautical theme implied by the name TUGboat, hence “General Delivery” and “Dreamboat” (wishes for the future), but
we clearly ran out of inspiration. So the names of
most subjects are far more prosaic.
The transition from plain TEX to LATEX

Figure 30: TUGboat 10:1 — some section heads are
more decorative than others

The first issues of TUGboat — the parts that were
actually prepared using the TUGboat style — were
constructed in TEX 78. This language was rather
different from the TEX we know now: only 32 fonts
could be used at once, the syntax for boxes and
alignments was different, etc., etc. In other words,
a file created for TEX 78 probably won’t run under
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The Treasure Chest
A package tour from CTAN — soul.sty
When the Treasure Chest is CTAN, there’s so much
to choose from. But even worse . . . there are so
many packages that keep being added! And how to
even find out about them, if you don’t keep up with
notices posted to the newsgroups? This column is
one way to try to bring some of these treasures to
TUGboat readers, with a quick introduction to the
package and some examples of what it can do.
This is the first such column; let me know what
aspects are most useful and which ones less so, what
additional facets should be examined, what other
packages cover some of the same issues; which packages do you prefer.
1

Quick tour

Package: soul.sty
This is version 1.2, dated 11 Jan. 1999. Upon
processing, the file changes.tex is generated,
and describes the differences (the file is also inside the .dtx file1 ).
Explanation of the name: “[it] is only a combination of the two macro names \so (space out )
and \ul (underline) — nothing poetic at all. . . ”
Keywords: spacing out, letterspacing, underlining,
striking out
Purpose:
soul.sty provides hyphenate-able letterspacing, underlining, and some variations on each.
All features are based upon a common mechanism for typesetting text syllable-by-syllable,
using TEX’s excellent hyphenation algorithm to
find the proper hyphenation points. As well,
two examples are presented to show how to use
the interface provided to address such issues as
‘an-a-lyz-ing syl-la-bles’. Although the package
is optimized for LATEX 2ε , it works under plain
TEX and LATEX 2.09, and is compatible with
other packages, too.
Author: Melchior Franz
a8603365@unet.univie.ac.at
1 Documented source (.dtx) files are a combination of
macros and documentation, an evolution of Frank Mittelbach’s original DocStrip utility. There are usually two steps:
run LATEX over the .dtx file to get the documentation, and
run LATEX over its matching .ins file to generate the style
files, which are extracted from the .dtx file (sometimes the
.ins file is itself generated by the first step, which means you
only have to pick up the one .dtx file — even more compact
packaging).

Compatible with: plain, LATEX (old and new).
Note: the documentation describes some restrictions when the soul package is not used
with LATEX 2ε .
Location on CTAN:
/macros/latex/contrib/supported/soul
Files to fetch: soul.dtx and example.cfg.2
How to install: Put files with your other class and
style files on your system. Read the top portion of soul.dtx (or the file soul.txt) for instructions on processing the files (you will need
LATEX 2ε ). Notice that the soul.sty package is
not actually on CTAN; it uses the .dtx method
of documentation, a wonderful feature in
LATEX 2ε . If you’re unfamiliar with how this
works, see footnote 1 for a general overview.
Files generated: soul.ins, soul.dvi (documentation), soul.toc, soul.sty, changes.tex, (as
well as the usual soul.aux and .log files).
2

Documentation

The documentation is so extensive (26 pages long),
with explanations, examples of basic use and variations, that little needs to be said here!
The opening pages are a pleasant introduction
to the general notions of emphasis, however it is
achieved, and the various opinions which exist on the
suitability of their use. There is a pragmatism expressed here, offering the user the choice of options,
leaving the reasons for such choices to the user.
The user portion of the documentation provides
extensive examples and explanations for creating the
various effects (underlining, overstriking, letterspacing).
Chapter 7 (pp. 14–25) provides a detailed explanation of the macros themselves, along with some
additional points and tips, so do glance through it.
One nice addition from the author (in collaboration with Stefan Ulrich) is a sample configuration
file, example.cfg, which shows how to select specific
spacing values for different fonts automatically, and
store them for local use. As well, the local file (call it
soul.cfg and hooks exist to read it in automatically
via soul.sty) can be used to store other changes to
the package default settings, thus avoiding making
changes in either the style file or inserting the customizations into individual source files.
2.1

Table of Contents

1. Introduction
2

Note: CTAN also has the file soul.txt (description of
package + processing instructions), and soul.ins, which can
either be fetched, or generated by processing the .dtx file.

Figure 31: TUGboat 19:4 — and some try to be selfexplanatory

Figure 33: TUGboat 7:1 — the coming of LATEX had
been foretold

Figure 32: TUGboat 7:3, the first article produced
with LATEX (2.09)

Figure 34: TUGboat 15:3 — the 1994 Proceedings issue was produced at CERN
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TEX 82 without a lot of work, regardless of how cleverly one recodes the underlying macros. Because authors always want to do things their own way, and
TUGboat authors were trying to show what they
could do with this wonderful new tool.
In any event, by 1984, the TUGboat transition was made to TEX 82, new fonts, new everything, with no more fuss than accompanied the simultaneous transition of AMS projects. (The one
often performed as a test bed for the other.) But
a growing number of authors wanted to use LATEX,
which is a very different beast. The first article written with LATEX was published in 7:3 (Fig. 32), although LATEX had certainly been mentioned earlier
(Fig. 33); note Leslie Lamport’s comment regarding
the Local Guide, an item always honored more in
theory than in practice.
By 1991, the volume of LATEX material had increased to the point where the production notes for
12:2 reported a nearly 50/50 split between plain
TEX and LATEX. This made grouping of articles in
subject areas more difficult for a couple of reasons:
• “Plain” articles can usually be processed in a
single run, using a driver file, unless the complement of articles contains a lot of mutually
incompatible author macros — a not infrequent
occurrence.
• LATEX requires that packages be loaded only in
the preamble; this is true for both 2.09 and
LATEX 2ε ; nearly any package use by an author
precludes combining files in a single run.
• In TUGboat, if an article ends with more than
a half-column empty, the next article may be
started on that page; other than using physical paste-up or post-processing, the only way
to achieve the desired continuity is to process
both articles in the same TEX run.
Needless to say, all known methods of “splicing”
disparate items have been used to get camera copy
ready for the printer.
The next big leap toward LATEX occurred with
the proceedings of the Santa Barbara meeting in
1994. Michel Goossens, then TUG’s vice president,
co-edited the proceedings with Sebastian Rahtz.
Both were ardent supporters of LATEX, and eager
to take advantage of the new features of LATEX 2ε .
Together they created the first TUGboat document
class file, and handled all the production as well
as the editorial duties at CERN (Fig. 34). (Maintenance of the TUGboat document class is now in the
care of Robin Fairbairns, to whom many thanks.)
At the same meeting, there was a report on
Ω, a new approach to the composition requirements
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The Traditional Arabic Typecase, Unicode,
TEX and
Yannis Haralambous∗
1

Introduction

          

The first Arabic book, a 5 × 11 cm volume titled
(Book of the prayer of hours),
was printed in 1514 by Grégoire de Grégoire in
Venice and Fano, under the protection of Pope Leo
the 10th [1, p. 18 – 19]. It took about two centuries for Arabic book printing to move to the East:
in 1727 the Ottoman printing agency was founded
in Constantinople and started printing using Dutch
types and technology [8, p. 156]. A similar institution was founded in Cairo in 1821.
Undoubtedly a script like the Arabic one, having deep roots in calligraphy, was rather difficult
to adapt to typography, a technique where strict
standardization and repetition of forms is necessary. When Aldus Manutius created the first italic
font in 1501, out of manuscript calligraphic forms,
he made a certain number of choices — and these
choices became a standard for occidental typography. Similar choices had to be made for Arabic:
calligraphy had to be “tamed”, so that the results
would be homogeneous, reproducible, and flexible
enough to be pleasant to the eye.
This standardization took place in 1906, in
(’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya)
Cairo, when the
typecase is defined. This typecase (see fig. 1),
divided in four parts (as opposed to “upper” and
“lower” case of the Occident), uses a total of 470
characters. Astonishing as it may seem, this typesetting system has been kept in use until today: books
typeset in a traditional way, all around the Arabic
world, are still using the same set of characters, and
the same conventions and rules.1 In fig. 1, the reader
can see the four parts of this typecase.
The reader knowing the technical limitations
of computerized typesetting can already imagine
the effect of computers on the Arabic script: not
being able to cope with the complexity of the Cairo
typecase, the computer industry has tried (and was

# "  !        

∗ The author would like to thank Michel Goossens, for —
among other things — having given him access to [11], an
extremely exciting book which has motivated this and forthcoming developments.
1 In [4, p. 102 – 103], a book published in 1880 (!) the
reader can find 30 rules for typesetting Arabic, which are still
strictly applied today by traditional typographers.
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finally able) to impose new standards of simplified
typesetting,2 most of the time covering only the fundamental properties of Arabic script, without any
typographical enhancement. Was it the computers,
which have simplified Arabic printed script, or was
it a deeper change in Arabic society and mentality? This is hard to say; nevertheless, even today,
commercial computer typesetting systems are — a
few isolated exceptions apart — unable to reach the
typographic quality of ’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya. In
fig. 2, one can see different samples of printed Arabic
material, showing the evolution and simplification
of Arabic script; these examples are extreme cases:
the first one is taken from a scholarly book printed
in Lebanon (it contains almost all ligatures of the
’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya typecase), the second from a
technical book printed in East Germany (a fewer
number of ligatures), and the third from a daily
newspaper printed in the U.K. (almost no ligatures).
This paper describes the author’s solution to
(Al-Amal), a typesetting system
this problem:
based on TEX (actually TEX--XET), emulating the
’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya typecase. This system (already
presented in [6] and [7]), has been recently extended
to the complete set of Unicode Arabic alphabet
characters; problems and open questions arising
from this extension are discussed at the end of the
paper.

$! 

2

The Cairo typecase

Arabic letters have contextual forms, depending on
surrounding letters in the same word: a typical three
letter word will start with a letter in initial form,
followed by a letter in medial form and, finally, by a
letter in final form (the hypothetical word consisting
). A
of three times the letter ‘gha’ is written
fourth form is used for isolated letters (this is also
the form used in crosswords or Scrabble-like games,
where letters have to placed in boxes, indepedently
of their context). Some letters appear only in isolated and final form (and sometimes even only in
isolated form), so that the letters immediately following them must be written in initial (or isolated)
form, although they are located inside the word.
These are the basic contextual rules of the
Arabic script: they are independent of style and
medium, and are applied in all cases, without exception; they are as basic as the dot on the Latin
lowercase ‘i’, or the horizontal bar of the ‘t’.
But besides these contextual forms, ’Almaṫāb‘
al’amārya also combines letters into ligatures, not

'&%

2 For more information on the Arabic script and the
computer see also [3] and [10].

Figure 35: TUGboat 18:1 — the first article produced
with Ω

of highly-accented material and non-Western scripts
(that is, scripts other than Latin, Greek and Cyrillic). The first article actually produced with Ω
(Fig. 35) was set by the author to specs provided by
the TUGboat production crew. Ω has unfortunately
not proved sufficiently stable to be included permanently in the TUGboat toolbox, but work continues.
´ Thành
At the 1998 annual meeting, Hàn Thê
introduced pdfTEX (Fig. 36). This extension to TEX
permits the use of existing LATEX or plain TEX input,
along with direct output to PDF. Thành’s dissertation (Fig. 37) was published in TUGboat several
years later.
For a totally different approach to composition, ConTEXt is directed largely toward creating
attractive presentations on-line as well as in print,
and requires pdfTEX. ConTEXt made its appearance in several talks by Hans Hagen at the 1998
annual meeting. One of the resulting articles in
the proceedings describes an interactive calculator
(Fig. 38); sadly, the on-line version of this article
is not interactive, but the figures are very colorful. Hans has created a ConTEXt style for TUGboat
which has been used for several other articles, but
so far always with his assistance.
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Improving TEX’s Typeset Layout

The Calculator Demo

Hàn Thê´ Thành

Hans Hagen

Faculty of Informatics
Masaryk University
Brno, Czech Republic

pragma@pi.net
Abstract
Due to its open character, TEX can act as an authoring tool. This article demonstrates that by integrating TEX, METAPOST, JavaScript and PDF, one can build pretty
advanced documents. More and more documents will get the characteristics of programs, and TEX will be our main tool for producing them. The example described here
can be produced with PDFTEX as well as traditional TEX.

Abstract
This paper describes an attempt to improve TEX’s typeset layout in PdfTEX, based
on the adjustment of interword spacing after the paragraphs have been broken
into lines. Instead of changing only the interword spacing in order to justify text
lines, we also slightly expand the fonts on the line as well in order to minimise
excessive stretching of the interword spaces. This font expansion is implemented
using horizontal scaling in PDF. When such expansion is used conservatively, and
by employing appropriate settings for TEX’s line-breaking and spacing parameters, this method can improve the appearance of TEX’s typeset layout.
Motivation
There exist many techniques which can be used to
produce high quality typeset layout. Most of these
are already implemented in TEX, such as ligatures,
kerning, automatic hyphenation, and very importantly the algorithm for breaking paragraphs into
lines in an optimal way, generally known as “optimum fit”.
However, it is still a very difficult task to obtain a uniform level of grayness of the typeset layout, even with the help of these techniques. The
primary reason is that it is not possible to ensure
that all the interword spaces in different lines are the
same. The “optimum fit” algorithm can break the
paragraph into lines in the best way, but the amount
of interword space depends strongly on many other
parameters, such as the paragraph width, the tolerance of glue stretching/shrinking, the amount of
interword glue, etc. Considerable effort is often required in order to adjust these parameters to achieve
the appropriate break points and to reduce the contrast between the interword spaces in lines. The
purpose of our experiment is an attempt to perform
this task better by stretching or shrinking the fonts
used in each line within reasonable limits. The idea
is not really new, as it represents a quite common
technique using electronic font scaling in order to expand text lines that do not fit the paragraph width.
However this technique is also often regarded as a
bad thing, since it is frequently (ab)used in order
to rescue “impossible” cases, which often leads to
overdoing the scaling and produces really ugly results. In our approach, we try to use this technique
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in a rather different way: instead of using font scaling to improve only some “really bad” lines, we try
instead to produce a “relatively good” paragraph,
which does not contain any lines where the interword spacing is too bad. Then we apply font scaling
to each line to reduce the difference between the interword spaces in lines. The limit of font scaling
must, of course, be strictly controlled: in fact, the
sum of the spaces between the words on a line is
often very small in comparison to the sum of the
character widths on the same line, so very slightly
expanding the fonts may help considerably in improving the interword spacing.
This idea can easily be integrated with TEX because of the biggest strength of TEX – the “optimum
fit” algorithm which is implemented in a very flexible manner, in order to handle restrictions on many
various parameters in an optimal way. In particular,
we perform the implementation in PdfTEX, where the
font expansion is currently carried out by horizontal
scaling in PDF as a first attempt. Other approaches
may be attempted in the future as time allows.
Implementation
PdfTEX is based on the original source of TEX, and
employs the changefile mechanism which allows easy
access to TEX’s internal data structures and simple
modification of the relevant program code. Generating PDF output directly from TEX is also an
advantage for our task, as we can control the spacing much better than would have been the case had
we attempted it via DVI. The process of adjusting
interword spacing is as follows:
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Figure 36:
pdfTEX

TUGboat 19:3 — the first article with

TUGBoat, Volume 21 (2000), No. 4

was (and is) used in the production chain:

Introduction
When Acrobat Forms were discussed at the PDFTEX
mailing list, Phillip Taylor confessed: “ . . . they’re
one of the nicest features of PDF”. Sebastian Ratz
told us that he was “ . . . convinced that people are
waiting for forms.”. A few mails later he reported:
“I just found I can embed JavaScript in forms, I can
see the world is my oyster” after which in a personal
mail he challenged me to pick up the Acrobat Forms
plugin and wishing me “Happy JavaScripting”.
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ASCII

→ TEX → DVI → whatever

The most versatile process probably is:
ASCII

→ TEX → DVI → POSTSCRIPT

or even:
ASCII

→ TEX → DVI → POSTSCRIPT → PDF

All functionality that TEX lacks, is to be taken care
of by the DVI postprocessing program, and that’s
why TEX can do color and graphic inclusion. Especially when producing huge files or files with huge
graphics, the POSTSCRIPT → PDF steps can become
a nuisance, if only in terms of time and disk space.
With PDF becoming more and more popular, it
will be no surprise that Han The Thanh’s PDFTEX
becomes more and more popular too among the TEX
users. With PDFTEX we can reduce the chain to:
ASCII

Figure 1 The calculator demo.
At the moment that these opinions were shared, I already had form support ready in CONTEXT, so picking up the challenge was a sort of natural behaviour.
In this article I’ll describe some of the experiences
I had when building a demo document that shows
how forms and JavaScript can be used from within
TEX. I also take the opportunity to introduce some
of the potentials of PDFTEX, so let’s start with introducing this extension to TEX.

Where do we stand
While ε-TEX extends TEX’s programming and typographic capabilities, PDFTEX primarily acts at the
back end of the TEX processor. Traditionally, TEX

304

→ TEX → PDF

The lack of the postprocessing stage, forces PDFTEX
(i.e. TEX) to take care of font inclusion, graphic inserts, color and more. One can imagine that this
leads to lively discussions on the PDFTEX mailing
list and thereby puts an extra burden on the developer(s). Take only the fact that PDFTEX is already
used in real life situations while PDF is not stable
yet.
To those who know PDF, it will be no surprise
that PDFTEX also supports all kind of hyper referencing. The version 1 I used when writing this article
supports:
1.

link annotations

1 Currently I’m using β--version 1.12g.
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Figure 38: TUGboat 19:3 — the first article with ConTEXt
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Micro-typographic extensions
to the TEX typesetting system
Hàn Thê´ Thành
Dissertation

Masaryk University Brno
Faculty of Informatics
October 2000
Micro-typographic extensions to the TEX typesetting system

1

Figure 37: TUGboat 21:4, Thành’s pdfTEX dissertation
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Figure 39: TUGboat 26:2 — XETEX
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Figure 40: TUGboat 2:1 — 200 dpi output is pretty
grainy, even reduced from 130%

Figure 41: TUGboat 3:1 — our first statement of editorial policy

The most recent addition to the TEX zoo is
XETEX, by Jonathan Kew (Fig. 39). This Unicodebased extension of TEX can use system fonts directly.
Jonathan produced the camera copy for this article
on his Mac, but he is diligently working on implementations for Unix and Windows that can be included on the next edition of TEX Live.

guidelines. (Most authors did; some, I’ve learned,
never read instructions.)
I didn’t record when production of camera copy
was shifted from the Alphatype to an Autologic APS5, but 1984 sounds about right. That machine, with
a resolution of 1200 dpi, used photographic paper in
roll form, and was much less labor-intensive. Since
TUGboat is printed on non-glossy paper, the difference in quality was not really noticeable, except
perhaps for very tiny print.
In 1988, TUG applied for a second class postal
permit, in an attempt to control expenses. One of
the requirements for this permit is that at least four
issues of the periodical must be published annually.
Since the volume of material being submitted was
sufficient for about three issues, the board decided
that the proceedings of the annual meeting would
become the fourth issue. The proceedings of the
1987 and 1988 meetings had already been published
as issues of TEXniques, but this had only a limited
distibution; inclusion in TUGboat would make the
information available to all members. However, the
time commitment was greater than I could handle,
so the meeting program committee became responsible not only for the acceptance of papers for the
meeting, but also for the editing of the proceedings.
A member of the committee was designated to be

Production and distribution
Early issues of TUGboat were produced from a miscellany of sources and output devices. Material prepared “in-house” at AMS was processed using TEX
on a DECsystem-20. For the first two issues, this
output was magnified to 130% on a 200 dpi BensonVarian electrostatic printer, and photographically
reduced for the press (Fig. 40). Quite a bit of material was submitted as camera-ready copy prepared
on a variety of other output devices, with running
heads and page numbers pasted on.
The quality of copy prepared “in-house” improved radically with issue 2:2, when AMS installed
an Alphatype CRS. This machine had the astounding resolution of 5333 dpi, with output on large
sheets of resin-coated photographic paper. A great
deal of material was still arriving as camera-ready
copy, however, and a statement of editorial policy
(Fig. 41) encouraged authors to pay attention to the
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Figure 42: TUGboat 10:4 — the first TUGboat proceedings issue

Figure 44: TUGboat 11:3, but we learned before the
next proceedings issue

Typesetting the Byzantine Cappelli
Philip Taylor
The Computer Centre, Royal Holloway,
University of London, TW20 0EX,
United Kingdom
mailto :P.Taylor@Rhul.Ac.Uk

Abstract
An overview of the author’s rôle in the preparation of the forthcoming Lexicon of
Abbreviations & Ligatures in Greek Minuscule Hands, with particular emphasis
on two challenges : sorting TEX markup for polytonic Greek using multiple concurrent keys, and deriving statistical data which could be used to provide input
to the book design.
Introduction
One of the greatest pleasures that I get from my position as Webmaster at Royal Holloway, University
of London, is the only-too-rare opportunity to work
with truly gifted and dedicated scholars. For the
last few years, I have been truly privileged to be able
to work with Miss Julian Chrysostomides, Director
of our Hellenic Institute, and with Dr Charalambos
Dendrinos, a Research Fellow within the same Institute. These two extraordinary scholars have both
devoted a considerable portion of their lives to the
collection, collation and preparation of material for
a Lexicon of Abbreviations & Ligatures in Greek Minuscule Hands which is intended to do for Byzantine scholarship what Adriano Cappelli’s Dizionario
di Abbreviature latine ed italiane has been doing for
Latin scholarship for the past 100 years.

deciphering these, although for Latin scholars Cappelli’s Dizionario provides an invaluable tool.
Only too aware of the difficulties that their students were experiencing in attempting to decipher
Byzantine manuscripts, Julian & Charalambos decided to compile a Byzantine dictionary that would
provide their students, and future scholars, with a
key to those scribal notations which were most likely
to cause problems in interpretation. For over five
years, these two scholars have been painstakingly researching and deciphering hundreds if not thousands
of individual manuscripts and recording the results
of their work, initially using fairly primitive technology such as Windows 3.1’s Cardfile and Eberhard
Mattes’ emTEX but more recently using spreadsheet technology (Microsoft’s Excel ) and the TEX
Live Windows implementation of Hàn Thê´ Thành’s
Pdf(LA)TEX by Fabrice Popineau.
The Work of the Scholars

Figure 1: A fragment from Cappelli’s Dizionario
For both Latin and Byzantine scholars, the task of
deciphering manuscripts which may be more than
a thousand years old is not simply one of reading
a long-dead scribe’s handwriting : far more difficult
is the task of identifying and correctly interpreting
the various abbreviations, ligatures and other scribal
shorthand notations that he or she may have used.
Even a skilled palæographer may have difficulty in
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Figure 43: TUGboat 10:4, it hadn’t fully sunk in that
wide pages are hard to read
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Although locating and obtaining copies of the manuscripts requires a not-insignificant amount of time,
I will concentrate here on the tasks which the scholars undertake once the copies have been received.
Each scribal notation that is potentially of interest is identified and scanned, and any artifacts that
might serve to confuse are eliminated using a light
pen and suitable software (JASC’s Paintshop PRO ).
The resulting “clean” image is then stored as a PDF
file using a fixed naming convention, and a corresponding entry made in an Excel spreadsheet : this
entry contains the filename, the transcription, an
explanation (if the notation is an abbreviation or
similar) and the provenance (typically the date, but
occasionally a more detailed provenance where this
is felt to be important). Lest this create the impression that the rôle of the scholars is trivial, let me
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Late-Breaking News
Production Notes
Mimi Burbank
It is April, and the trees and flowers are blooming,
and thoughts turn to new life — and the new TEX
Live CD, which is included in this issue. Many
thoughts fly through my feeble mind as I think
about production of this issue — the first being that
I am using the TEX Live 4 setup for production.
I wanted to use each set of binaries available on
the CD plus some extras, with the exception of the
win32. I even managed to build a set of binaries
on my own! The following binaries were used for
production of this issue:
alpha-osf3.2
alphaev5-osf4.0d
hppa1.1-hpux10.10
i686-linux-gnulibc1
mips-irix6.2

mips-sgi-irix5.3
rs6000-aix4.1.4.0
rs6000-aix4.2.1.0
sparc-solaris2.5.1
sparc-solaris2.7

I tend to “play” (more proficient users would call
this “beta testing”) with the binaries until they are
complete. I like to think I represent the “novice”
when it comes to setting up a TEX system – and
always tell the TL4 team members that, “If I can
do it, anyone can!” I encourage all of you to read
the TEX Live documentation, and become familiar
with just what is on your system. There is a world
of documentation available with all of the packages
on the CD – all ready for your use and enjoyment.
Output. The final camera copy was prepared at
SCRI on multiple workstations, using the TEX Live 4
setup, which is based on the Web2c TEX implementation version 7.3 by Karl Berry and Olaf Weber. PostScript output, using outline fonts, was
produced using Radical Eye Software’s dvips(k) 5.85,
and printed on an HP LaserJet 4000 TN printer at
1200dpi.
This issue also marks a new trend in the production of TUGboat — we will also be transferring
several PostScript files to the printer.
TUGboat Web Pages
I have been working to update and complete the
TUGboat web pages for inclusion in the TL4 CD.
During this process, I was overcome by guilt feelings — because we promised to begin this process
some time in 1996 — and somewhere toward the
end of March, I decided that we really needed
to put up all of the contents files for every sin-

gle issue of TUGboat! The contents are archived
in special files which may be run to produce the
Contents pages for each volume (or more information see http://ctan.tug.org/tex-archive/
usergrps/tug/tugboat/t-of-c/). During the process, several comments were made about attempting to standardise the “naming” of the TUGboat
directories on the TUG web server, so I also had
to go in and rename every directory, and then edit
each contents file, globally substituting one string
for another. This took approximately three full
days, and though the contents files are not as “nice”
for the older issues, they at least are present and
may be viewed at http://www.tug.org/TUGboat/
contents.html. Any errors are my own; please send
comments to webmaster@tug.org and I’ll make
changes as quickly as I have time to do so.
My primary reason for mentioning the above
is to encourage you to look at the early contents
files. I have been a member of TUG since 1986, and,
having attended nine annual meetings between 1986
and 1996, I must admit to taking a nostalgic trip
down “memory lane” as I opened and closed each of
the contents files. For those who are longstanding
members of TUG, there is quite a bit of history
simply in the contents pages, and I enjoyed meeting
“old friends” there. I only hope that we will not
have to wait too much longer to be able to actually
convert some of the earlier .tex files to a readable
format on the web. This of course will require more
volunteers who have time to convert some of the
older files into a format which can be processed
either using the original software or recoding files
to run with the current version of (LA)TEX!
This will also require permission of every author
who ever published in TUGboat! And not only for
the TUG web pages. Discussion has begun with
regard to making a CD of TUGboat articles. More
information on this will appear on the web pages
at http://www.tug.org/TUGboat, as well as future
issues of TUGboat.
Coming In Future Issues The next issue will
contain an article entitled “A short introduction to
font characteristics” by Maarten Gelderman (reprinted
with permission from the editors of the Dutch
MAPS). Also scheduled for publication in the next
issue is an article describing the latest Ω system.
 Mimi Burbank
SCRI, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, FL 32306 – 4130
mimi@scri.fsu.edu

Figure 46: TUGboat 15:4 — the transition to production at SCRI

Figure 47: TUGboat 20:1 — TUGboat goes electronic,
both delivering copy to the printer, and posting on-line

the responsible Proceedings Editor. The first person to take on this challenge was Christina Thiele
(Fig. 42). Many of the decisions on the style of the
proceedings issues grew out of Christina’s ideas and
opinions, and Christina remains to this day a valuable member of the TUGboat editorial team.
Articles in the first TUGboat proceedings issue
were presented as a single, wide column (Fig. 43).
This validated the original contention that text of
such great width was difficult to read, and a modified two-column format was introduced for the 1990
proceedings (Fig. 44). With minor modifications —
the abstract is now wider, though still less than
5 inches — this format is still in use today (Fig. 45).
Not only was the editorial job getting to be
more than I could handle and keep TUGboat on
schedule, but the workload at the AMS print shop
was growing, and it was necessary to look for another printer. With the help and encouragement
of the group that had done such a fine job with
the 1994 proceedings, a production team was established. Mimi Burbank, with the support of her employer, the Florida State University Supercomputer
Computations Research Institute (SCRI), provided
a new production home (Fig. 46). With remote logins at SCRI, everyone involved in the production ef-

fort could work as effectively across the Internet as
they could “at home”. Printing and distribution was
contracted to Cadmus, a long-established printer of
technical journals on the Eastern Shore of Maryland.
At first, physical camera copy was sent to Cadmus, but when they offered the capability of receiving copy in the form of PostScript files, we tried it
out, and found that it worked (Fig. 47). TUG had
a stable web site by this time, and TUGboat tables
of contents had been posted regularly upon publication of each issue. With the routine processing of
files to PostScript, and the ability to convert these
to a form readable with a browser, it was decided
to try to post the entire TUGboat archive on the
web site. Since some decisions regarding copyright
meant that TUG didn’t have clear title to the material, this in turn meant that permission would have
to be obtained from every author who had ever published in TUGboat.
Unfortunately, TUGboat suffered a drought of
submissions, and that, along with delays in receiving files from meeting presentations, snowballed into
a serious production delay. The mailing permit was
terminated after the 2002 volume, allowing a cutback to three issues per year.
By 2003, PostScript files sent to the printer had
been supplanted by PDF files; PDF files were already
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Figure 48: TUGboat 3:2 — macros, macros, macros
Figure 49: TUGboat 13:4 — DEK and a friendly spider

being posted to the TUG web site. With Mimi’s impending retirement (which occurred at the end of
the 2005 academic year), the files archived at FSU
were transferred to the TUG box hosted at Aarhus
University (thanks to Kaja Christiansen), and production was transferred there. There were a few
glitches — the source files for one issue were lost owing to a tape backup failure — but in general, there
was very little disruption, since by then everyone
was used to working remotely. Karl Berry has taken
over as the contact with the printer. And with his
hard work, and the substitution of an issue of proceedings for EuroTEX (distributed to members of
most of the European groups as well as TUG), we
are back on schedule. Thanks, Karl.
Some random notes on content
The first few issues were devoted almost entirely
to reports on who was doing what, where. Macros
were still relatively rare, and the ones submitted for
publication were indexed for easy reference (Fig. 48).
This treatment has been superseded by articles on
packages, occasional analyses of interesting macro
code, and “The Treasure Chest”, a list of recent additions to CTAN.
Errata listings for TEX and METAFONT were
provided regularly in supplements, a practice that
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Figure 50: TUGboat 3:2 — just a few output devices
so far
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ceased when it became practicable to obtain the errata files via a network connection. (Remember —
the Internet didn’t exist when TEX was launched.)
Of course, major upgrades to the software and CM
fonts have always been announced in TUGboat, and
Don Knuth has been a significant contributor of
other material as well, if only in the form of transcribed question and answer sessions (Fig. 49).
The topic of output devices was very “hot” in
the early days of TEX, and a recurring section contained reports on the devices that users had managed to implement, and examples of output from
the devices. (One of my favorites was a Diablo
daisy-wheel printer, with a driver cobbled together
by Timothy Murphy, although no sample was published.) Beginning with issue 3:2 (Fig. 50) a chart
appeared in most issues; the run ended in 11:4, when
device drivers and laser printers were no longer a
novelty.
A decision that didn’t have a visual effect on
TUGboat but did have an impact on the quality of
the content was the implementation of a peer review
process for all technical submissions. This practice
was initiated in 1990 with particularly strong encouragement from Nelson Beebe. The goal of this
review is not to reject material — there has never
been a real problem of over-supply — but to ensure
that what is published is complete, accurate, and
can be understood by a reader with the requisite
background. (We do not wish to be a closed society
of “great experts talking to other great experts”.)
Some really fine tutorials have emerged from this
practice. However, it has been a real disappointment
for me that many TEX practitioners who might be
best able to write cogently for novices have either
pled lack of time to do so, or have directed their efforts solely to writing books, presumably yielding to
the profit motive.
Fonts and language support have figured prominently in TUGboat’s pages. Although this may be
an area of specialized interest (at least one suggestion was received that it should be less prominent),
TEX may provide scholars working with obscure languages their only practical means of producing documents with fonts of good quality. Just a few of the
language- and font-specific topics covered are Coptic, Arabic math (Fig. 51), Byzantine music, classical Greek, Bengali, Thai (Fig. 52), Hebrew, Deseret,
the list goes on . . .
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The command \sb{expr } or _expr gives expr as an
index. The index expr should be given within braces
unless it consists of a single token. The command _
does not change the direction of expr. It can therefore be used only for a single token.
$b{{}\sb{{17}}}+5 ; b{{}\sb{2}}+5*s{{}_b}$
5 + 17 H
H ∗ 5 + 2H ;
The empty braces {} are necessary to get the
exponent or the index closer to the basic symbol.
4.10

Common functions

There are symbols for the usual abbreviations representing elementary functions in use in mathematics. Table 3 shows the predefined names assigned
according to typographical conventions
Generally, the abbreviations representing elementary functions are used with dots. Sometimes,
they are noted without dots.
\funwithdots

+
$\sin c + \tan s$

A£
Ag.
 A£ +  Ag

\funwithoutdots
$\sin c + \tan s$
4.11

New function

The command \newfunc{fname} defines a function
named fname.
${\newfunc{SGr}}(c) = \cos(c{{}\sp 2}) - 6$
6 − (2 )
4.12

AJk.

= ()

Qª

Function defined with cases

The command \cases{array} generates a function
defined with different cases presented in array.
$d(c) = {\cases{
{-4c} & {{\arhbox{ AYZa kan }} c<0} \cr
{ 4c} & {{\arhbox{ AYZa kan }} c>0} \cr
{-2} & {{\arhbox{ Gyr Zlk }}
} \cr
}}$

0 >  àA¿ @ X@ 4−

0 <  àA¿ @ X@
4 = ()X

½Ë X Q« 2−
Mathematical Arabic symbols that stretch or
shrink according to the context are provided by the
system as well.
4.13

Name

Example

Sine

$\sin c$

Cosine

$\cos c$

Tangent

$\tan c$

Cotangent

$\cot c$

Secant

$\sec s$

Cosecant

$\csc c$

Arc cine

$\arcsin c$

Arc cosine

$\arccos c$

Arc tangent

$\arctan c$

Arc cotangent

$\arccot c$

Arc secant

$\arcsec c$

Arc cosecant

$\arccsc c$

Hyperbolic sine

$\sinh c$

Hyperbolic cosine

$\cosh c$

Hyperbolic tangent

$\tanh c$

Hyperbolic cotangent

$\coth c$

Hyperbolic secant

$\sech s$

Hyperbolic cosecant

$\csch c$

Arc hyperbolic sine

$\arcsinh s$

Arc hyperbolic cosine

$\arccosh c$

Arc hyperbolic tangent

$\arctanh c$

Arc hyperbolic cotangent

$\arccoth c$

Arc hyperbolic secant

$\arcsech c$

Arc hyperbolic cosecant

$\arccsch c$

Logarithm

$\lg c$

Exponent

$\exp c$

Result

Ag.
AJk.
A£

 AJ£

 A¯

 AJ¯
 Ag
P
.
 AJk. P
 A£P

 AJ£P

 A¯P

 AJ¯P
 PAg
.
 PAJk.
 PA£

 PAJ£

 PA¯

 PAJ¯
 PAg
P
.
 PAJk. P
 PA£P

 PAJ£P

 PA¯P

 PAJ¯P
 ñË

 ê¯






Table 3: Usual functions

The command \root{expr1 } \of {expr2 } gives the
expr1 root of expr2.
$ {\root{3b} \of
{2+{\frac{b*9}{c}}}}$



9∗H


+2

H3

Root

The command \sqrt{expr } gives the square root of
expr.
${\sqrt{{{ {b*9} \over {lc} }}}} {\sqrt{c{{}\sp 2}}} + {\sqrt{5a}}$


@5

2

+ 

−

H∗9
È

4.14

Integral

The command \lint_{expr1 }^{expr2 } gives the
integral from expr1 to expr2 using the reversed sym.
bol




Figure 51: TUGboat 25:2 — Fonts: Arabic math
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รายการ FAQ นี้สร้างขึ้นเพื่อสรุปคำถามที่ถามกันบ่อยครั้งและคำ
ตอบคำถามในรูปแบบทีสะดวก. โครงสร้างของรายการ FAQ นี้เปลี่ยนไ
ปมากตั้งแต่รุ่นที่แล้ว. ดูรายละเอียดสำหรับโครงสร้างใหม่ได้จากช่วง
“โครงสร้างและวิธีการอ่าน FAQ.”
รายการ FAQ นี้ ส ร้ า งขึ้ น เพื่ อ สรุ ปคำถามที่ ถามกั น บ่ อ ยครั้ งและคำ
ตอบคำถามในรูปแบบทีสะดวก. โครงสร้างของรายการ FAQ นี้เปลี่ยนไ
ปมากตั้งแต่รุ่นที่แล้ว. ดูรายละเอียดสำหรับโครงสร้างใหม่ได้จากช่วง
“โครงสร้างและวิธีการอ่าน FAQ.”
Figure 1: The same text, with and without intercharacter glue. To suppress warnings and error messages
for the above variant, \tolerance had to be set to 8000 and \badness to 10000. \baselinestretch has
the value 1.2.
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The future . . .
Maybe it’s time to think about handing this job off
to someone else. Karl has been especially supportive and helpful, nagging authors and doing yeoman

Figure 52: TUGboat 21:2 — Fonts: Bengali
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TUGboat, Volume 0 (2060), No. 0
TUGboat Index
TUGboat wish list
These are some of the topics on which the editor is looking for authors.
Add your own suggestions or volunteer!
Send e-mail to TUGboat@math.AMS.org with details.
• interviews with people who have influenced TEX and TUG
• real product reviews of both commercial and PD TEX implementations and other software, also macro packages like pstricks, etc.
• surveys of TEX implementations for particular hardware/operating
system combinations, with comparisons of features
• “road map” to the CTAN TEX areas
• more tutorials and expository material, particularly for new users
and users who aren’t intending to become TEX wizards; one possibility — answers to the “top ten” questions sent to comp.text.tex
by people writing dissertations
• “how to” articles — how to build your own style based on, say,
article.sty, how to include an abstract and other stuff in the
full-width block at the top of a two-column article, etc.
• comparative analyses of style files that address the same problem,
e.g., crop marks
• crossword puzzles for the whole TEX community

columnists of the latter variety may be promoted to
associate editor (see the list on the reverse of the title page of this issue). If you are interested in either
track, a message to TUGboat would be welcomed.
• Production assistance. This is a more problematic area, as the successful production of an
issue of TUGboat requires that every file and
every font be available to and compatible with
the equipment on which the camera copy is generated. However, sometimes it’s useful to have
someone to call on to generate fonts, vet macro
files (I always assume that if the author doesn’t
specify otherwise, the current version on CTAN
will work properly, an assumption that isn’t always warranted), and help fight other fires. If
you’re an experienced (LA)TEX user and are interested in this sort of challenge, send a message to the TUGboat address with the details of
the system you’re working on — computer, operating system, implementation and version of
TEX and METAFONT, output device(s) available. Previous production experience is a big
plus, and a direct Internet connection a necessity.
By now, you’ve seen Christina’s solicitations for a
new TEX and TUG News editor. The editor of
TUGboat has been having similar thoughts off and
on for several years, but hasn’t done anything se-

preliminary draft, 13 Jun 1990 18:15

Topics in a TUGboat Index

rious about it. After the nearly disastrous failures
to meet the publication schedule this past year, it’s
imperative that I do start looking toward the future. I know that TUGboat edited by someone else
wouldn’t be quite the same, but there are many valid
conceptions of what such a journal should be. The
criteria that I’d value in a possible successor include,
in no particular order:
• broad and thorough knowledge of TEX and its
relations;
• fascination with the typographic art and a desire always to learn more;
• literacy;
• a good (native) command of English and some
ability to understand other human languages;
• tact;
• a comfortable familiarity with the electronic
networks;
• the ability to bend a computer to one’s will;
• a well-developed sense of responsibility.
If you think you might be such a person, or know
of someone else who is, please contact me directly:
bnb@math.AMS.org.
 Barbara Beeton
American Mathematical Society
P. O. Box 6248
Providence, RI 02940 USA
bnb@Math.AMS.org

Barbara Beeton and Ron Whitney
Index-construction is a notoriously difficult task.
One can approach an index from within (looking at
the existing text and classifying what one sees) or
from without (imagining what words and concepts
users of the index will naturally want to use for
queries). Of course, the whole process will comprise
both these methods with additional cross-references
and consistency checks.
One of the authors (BB) has spent considerable
time examining TUGboat issues 7 – 10, marking
items for a cumulative TUGboat index.
The
Accents, see Diacritics
AMS-TEX
Announcements, miscellaneous
Applications, see Back-end formatter; Book
production; Database applications; Electronic
publishing; General applications; Journal
production;
Archives of TEX material
ASCII output from TEX or LATEX

Back-end formatter
Beginner’s topics (see also Training; Tutorials)
Bibliographic tools
Book production
Books on TEX, see Publications on TEX
Bridge
Budgets, TUG, see Financial reports; Treasurer’s
reports
Calendar of events

[Note: regular feature]

Chemical notation
Chess
Commercial use of TEX, see Production use of
TEX
preliminary draft, 13 Jun 1990 18:15

Figure 53: TUGboat 14:4 — my wish list, and my list
of qualifications for a future TUGboat editor

work with editing and production, especially since
Mimi’s retirement. He’d make a fine editor, though
perhaps he’d rather “have a life” outside of TUG.
I’d like to see TUGboat continue as a publication
for all TEX users, and indeed for anyone interested
in high-quality typography and composition.
That brings up a matter that has bothered me
for a while. The bulk of TUGboat is still produced
with LATEX, and much of the content is also biased in
that direction. One effect is the downplaying of plain
TEX, which still has its devoted users; a sad consequence is that at least one member of long standing
has resigned, citing the LATEX bias as the reason.
Remember — all TEX users. Let’s not neglect our
old friends, or take them entirely for granted.
A very long time ago, I published a “wish
list” (Fig. 53). Rereading it now, I wouldn’t change
much, nor would I change the list of qualifications I
thought would be good in my successor as editor.
What will I do when I retire? Well, I hope not
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following list contains the headings generated from
these volumes for a subject index. Items listed
within square brackets (as Notes) are for production
purposes only and will not appear in the final copy.
We would value any help you care to give us!!
Please add to the list any subject areas you might
naturally query in a TUGboat Subject Index which
are not already present. Annotations and other
comments are also quite welcome. The whitespace
you see is there for your benefit. Please use it!

preliminary draft, 13 Jun 1990 18:15

Figure 54: The bare bones of a potential TUGboat
index

to lose touch with either TUG or TEX. If I just hang
around the house, it will simply drive my usually
patient husband to distraction. A project I started
long ago might be revived: a TUGboat index. I’ve
already accumulated the data for volumes 1–10. Organizing this needs a method of sorting (and printing) locations that handles volume and issue as well
as page number. A basic outline for cross-references
already exists — a draft was circulated for comments
at the 1990 meeting at Texas A & M in College Station (Fig. 54). No promises, but this seems a worthy
project, and at least it would keep me off the streets.
Thanks
And finally, I’d like to thank all TUG members and
TEX users, many of whom have become good friends
through the years, for their support and encouragement. The Math Society has been a good place to
work and be involved in this TEX enterprise. And
most of all, Don Knuth, who started it all.
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